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the guys at virtualrealporn are not only
talking about sex but also about love,
passion, and passion! im sure youd love
to be inside the world of virtualrealporn.
the company, based in la, has a website
that explores the idea of sexuality
through the lens of the lgbt community.
theyve designed a wide range of
documentaries, shorts, and dating
simulators, but what theyre best known
for is their virtual reality porn games. as
you explore the world of virtualrealporn,
you can watch full scenes of virtual
porn, take off your clothes, simulate
sex, give blowjobs, and even fuck! it is a
year 1240. magic and the real coexist in
harmony. in this world there are 4
kingdoms that fight for total control.
after bloody battles a truce is agreed.
nobody knows how or when it happened
but at the dawn of the 7th new moon
something changed. a gray fog covered
the earth and chaos and death spread
through all 4 kingdoms. the heroes of
each kingdom fall one by one and no
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one finds their bodies - the fog takes
them. you'll take the role of the girl,
that has to deliver the news to the
queen, that army of dead is coming.
have you ever wondered what the best
sex would be like with someone you
actually knew and loved? well, in the
game, you get the chance to find out. in
this game, you can ask your virtual
girlfriend any questions you would ever
want to ask a real woman. she will reply
and she will do it in a way that will make
you feel like you actually know her. in
this game, you are a little bit like the
pornstar, vanessa decker. her name
says it all: i am a sexy blonde with a
wild side. thats exactly what you need
right now. and i am going to give it to
you! i got a secret for you. i will fuck
you real hard. i will also fuck you
through the webcam, and i will do it in
my personal room at home. just relax
and enjoy your best sex ever!
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